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Introducing the New AI “Pose Scanner” to Clip Studio Paint!
Extract Poses from Photos and Apply to 3D Models
Celsys is pleased to announce the release of Clip Studio Paint Ver. 1.8.6, featuring the new Pose Scanner feature using
AI technology. The Pose Scanner estimates poses from photos of people, then applies these to 3D models and 3D
characters.

This update is free for existing users of Clip Studio Paint (Pro, Ex, and Debut), and will be available on Windows, macOS,
and iPad versions as a technology preview feature.*

Clip Studio Paint includes poseable 3D drawing figures to help artists draw people in their art. Previously, artists could
choose from preset poses or individually move the limbs and angle to adjust the pose. With the new Pose Scanner, they
can now also use photos to create the pose they want. After applying a pose, the model can be mov ed to another angle
for compositions that are different to the original photo.

The Pose Scanner joins the existing AI features “Colorize” and “Remove tone”. Celsys will continue to develop and
introduce AI features to support creators through technology.

▼ Pose Scanner
The Pose Scanner uses AI technology to estimate poses from photos of people, then apply these to 3D models and 3D
characters. On Windows and macOS versions, users can import images. On the iPad version, users can take photos and
apply these poses in addition to using existing photos and pictures.

▼ Previously released AI features
Colorize & Remove tone: http://www.clipstudio.net/en/dl/release_note_old

▼ Read the full release notes
http://www.clipstudio.net/en/dl/release_note

* The Pose Scanner is a technology preview feature. Technology preview functions are released for users to test out before th e official release.
They may change when they are officially released.

These features send the image data to an AI server using the network connection. The image data sent to the server is handled with the utmost
security and privacy, and is not associated with pers onal information. Copyright holders retain all rights of such data. The image data is not
released to external parties.

See our Terms of Service for more information: http://www.clipstudio.net/en/dl/eula

CELSYS,Inc.
CELSYS supports creators globally in the production, browsing, and distribution of digital art utilizing IT technology.
We provide solutions for content creation, distribution, and browsing, including support of creative activities through
our illustration, manga and animation production software “Clip Studio Paint” and web service “Clip Studio”, as well as
our e-book solution, “Clip Studio Reader”.

Corporate site: https://www.celsys.co.jp/en/
Clip Studio Paint site: http://www.clipstudio.net/en/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/clipstudiopaint
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/celsys.clipstudiopaint/
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